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own growth; they could have provided the few books they
had with silken markers before ever a sirloin of beef or a
mutton chop could have smoked on their rough pine-wood
tables. Before a man could plough five acres of ground he
must have planted five mulberry trees and two acres of
vines or half an acre of indigo seed. And, a faint after-flush
of the dreams of El Dorado reawakening in the minds of
the rulers in Whitehall, the unfortunate colonists were sum-
marily ordered to take the simple native aborigines prisoners.
They were then to be employed, the men diving for pearls
in the rivers of Virginia and Maryland and the women to
unseed the fibres of the cotton plants or unwind the cocoons
of the silkworms.
§
In the second part of this book I am, as 1 threatened to be,
more interested in agriculture and handicrafts than in any-
thing else, but a few words as to the relationships of the early
colonists with the lawful owners of the soil may not be amiss.
The odd thing was that the colonists regarded the Indians
as actually the owners of the forests, plains, and rivers that
they coveted. The Indians themselves had apparently no
such pretensions. They seem to have regarded themselves
much as do the inhabitants of common land in England to
this day. They claimed to roam the country at will and, un-
hindered, to take game, pelts, fish, and firewood unimpeded
and to squat temporarily where and for as long as they
liked. It seems never to have occurred to them that they or
anyone else could contemplate owning the soil from the
peak of the heavens to the centre of the earth, as the saying
is. So that what they regarded themselves as selling when they
received an all-wool overcoat—which for the colonist was
taken to be a respectable price for the fee simple of 600
acres of ploughland—what the Indians imagined themselves
as selling was the right to roam like themselves and get
what good could be gotten of their hunting-grounds. The
colonists were grotesquely incompetent at woodlore, fishing,
or fur-taking, so the Indians may well have believed that
what they sold had been overpaid.

